




















:� Nilson, Auto Immune 

=,3:x;-se #5, 2005. Digital inkjet 

focused on Native people and the land 

in the American Southwest. These types 

of tourist images romanticized Native 

people and sought to highlight the 

region's natural beauty and "exotic cul

tures" to entice travelers. In his own 

self-portrait here, Wilson is deliberately 

referring to Manley's photographic 

intentions. His mother had been one of 

Manley's subjects. Wilson remembers 

the stories from his mother about one 

Manley photograph of her and her 

family when she was a child traveling 

across the reservation. Manley stopped 

their wagons and had the girls go get 

water. Wilson recalls, "[Manley] totally 

framed this shot. They would have 

never [been doing what Manley con

structed]. They had plenty of clean 

water and their wagons were heading to 

town. He had them pose to enhance 

the idea of these poor people cramping 

across the desert." 15 Manley sought to 

create romantic images of N acive peo

ple and the land. Wilson subverts that 

construct in his Auto Immune Response 

series through the juxtaposition of 

destruction (a nuclear mushroom cloud 

and gas masks) and his own intention-

ally "romantic" self-portrait. His image 

deconstructs the romantic images of the 

noble savage at one with nature, and 

instead speaks of genocide and the 

destruction of Native lands. 

Although the mushroom cloud is the 

most obvious allusion to destruction 

and genocide, there are others: the 

water-soaked field in Auto Immune 

Response #I, #5, and #6, and Wilson's 

ghostlike figure, wearing a gas mask 

,.. 

-

-

with his hand raised, presumably sprin

kling pollen (a Navajo ritual usually 
accompanied by prayers), in Auto 

Immune Response #I. The image is not 

intended to be easily read or universally 

understood. Some references in these 

photographs require "insider" informa

tion to be understood, while ochers call 

for some knowledge of historical events. 

The water blanketing the ground was 

the result of a monsoon rain, but it also 

refers to uranium contamination, such 

as the Church Rock disaster of 1979. 

On July 16, 1979, in Church Rock, 

New Mexico-just fourteen weeks after 

the accident at the Three Mile Island 

nuclear facility in south-central 
Pennsylvania-a dam burst, sending 
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first atomic explosion test at Trinity, 

New Mexico, less than two hundred 

miles away. 17 It becomes clear to viewers 

of Auto Immune Response that the 

calamity they are looking at is not some 

future apocalypse, but one that has 

already been taking place on the Navajo 

reservation. The nuclear mushroom 

cloud takes on deeper meaning, relating 

as it does to U.S. bomb testing in the 

region, but also, more importantly, to 

the uranium mining on Navajo lands to 

make those bombs, and its toxic legacy. 

Wilson's reference to environmental 

devastation on the reservation relates to 

one of three forms of genocide perpe

trated against indigenous people by 

European settlers and the United States 

government, described by Elizabeth 

Cook-Lynn (Crow Creek Sioux) in her 

book Anti-Indianism in Modern 
American: A Voice from Tatekeya's Earth: 

ecocide ( the killing of earth), genocide 

(the killing of people), and deicide (the 

killing of god). Cook-Lynn emphasizes 

that ecocide is "the intentional destruc

tion of the physical environment 

needed to sustain human health and 

life in a given geographical region. " 18 

She elaborates: "In the international 

arena there is a dialogue concerning the 

deliberate destruction by the govern

ment of the United States of the buffalo 

in the Northern Plains and the salmon 

in the Northwest and the rivers 

throughout the land as a tactic to force 

submission of tribal peoples during the 

treaty era and since, and these acts are 

now debated as a function of geno

cide." 19 

The systematic destruction of the 

buffalo by the U.S. government is both 

ecocide and deicide. The buffalo was 

central to Plains existence, providing 

food and shelter and acting as a central 

figure in Plains spiritual beliefs. The 

fact that the decimation of the buffalo 

would affect Plains tribes 

environmentally, culturally, and 

spiritually was well understood by U.S. 

policy makers, who authorized and 

encouraged the mass slaughter. For the 

Navajo, uranium mining has desecrated 

and contaminated sacred lands and 

damaged vital ecosystems on the    

reservation, therefore representing 

ecocide and deicide. Intentional or not, 

uranium mining's toxic legacy of cancer 

and related dis-
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